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SAM
I said, you alright?

JAMES
Yeah sorry. Thinking.

SAM
You hung over?

JAMES
Just fucked. Is it just you on now?

SAM
Sophie's coming down soon. Had to
roll her out of bed but. Who's on the
downstairs bar?

JAMES
Not me.

They stand for a moment in tired silence.

JAMES (cont'd)
Mmm. Well I'm putting some food
through.

James lazily moves to the computer and hits the touchscreen.

EXT. ALLEYWAY NIGHT

Music is heard thudding dully from inside the building.
James and another bartender, CARL, burst through a double
door in the alley way rolling two big blue bins full of
bottles.

INT. DINGY BAR. EVENING

A handful of people sit around high tables drinking. They 
are all young and of various nationalities. One has a 
traveling backpack resting against his stool. A poster on 
the wall advertises a '£1 Vodka Night'.

A young man, JAMES, stands behind the bar pouring a beer 
without much attention. There is a lot of head so he lets it 
spill into the drip tray. He hands the dripping glass over 
the bar to a customer and takes his money.

After he return the change he leans against the bench behind 
him and lets his eyes close. The noise around him drowns out 
to a muffled drone and he breathes deeply. There is a noise 
louder than the others. James snaps out of it. It is SAM 
another bartender who is South African.



CARL
Where's the door block?

JAMES
Its missing. Use the bin and we'll
swap them when we empty this one.

Carl props the door with one bin. They empty the other and
then swap it with one propping the door. Empty bottles crash
spectacularly.

JAMES (cont'd)
Ok. We'd better get back in there

INT. BAR. NIGHT

The bar is much busier now. Sam is serving a customer while
SOPHIE, is leaning over the bar arguing with another. James
and Carl enter and walk behind the bar both picking people
at random to serve. James walks to the tap and starts
pouring a beer when he gets started he looks around the
floor and then at the front door.

Three locals swagger in through the door. They are all
wearing tracksuits and white sneakers. One of them is in the
process of taking his hat off under the bouncer gaze but
then sneaks it back on again once he is out of view.

James attention snaps back to the beer and again he has to
let some spill out to lose the excess head. He gives the
beer to the customer and takes their money. He looks to the
door again, this time a girl, CASEY, walks through who looks
up at him. He smiles and walks to the end of the bar
signaling vaguely to a waiting customer with one hand.

She reaches the bar.

JAMES
Hey there.

They kiss.

CASEY
How's shit?

JAMES
Really fun.

CASEY
(smiles)

Cool. I'll be in the office, OK?
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JAMES
OK.

She walks off. James walks down the bar to Sophie and shouts
something to her signaling over his shoulder. She nods and
James walks out of the bar past the same waiting customer.

INT. SINGLE ROOM DISABLED TOILET

Casey is kneeling next to the toilet tipping cocaine onto
the closed lid. There is a knock on the door.

JAMES
It's me.

She reaches up and unlocks the door and turns back.

CASEY
Can you roll a note?

James takes a note from his wallet and starts to roll it. He
messes up three times before he gets it right and hands it
to Casey who efficiently snorts a line.

CASEY (cont'd)
Woah.

JAMES
Good? Is it from Cheeks?

CASEY
Nope my boss got it for me. Careful,
its quite strong.

She wipes the residue of her line and rubs it on her gum
then shifts over so James can kneel down and hands him the
rolled note. He does his line and it hits him like a brick.
He stands.

JAMES
Ahhhh. Woah. Ok, I gotta go back.

He lifts back his head and she looks up his nostrils. He
tucks the note back into his wallet still rolled.

CASEY
You're good. I might be back down in
a bit.

JAMES
Thanks hun.
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CHEEKS
Alright mate?

JAMES
Hey. Brandy?

Cheeks nods James reaches down to the free pour rack to grab
the bottle. Cheeks pulls out a handful of loose notes out of
his back pocket and separates a ten. James fills the glass
with post mix cola and serves the drink.

CHEEKS
Cheers.

He turns and walks as another one of the local boys, DAN,
approaches the bar. James goes to take his order but Cheeks
turns.

CHEEKS (cont'd)
Oi, can you put another shot in there
mate? I can't taste the Brandy.

JAMES
(uneasy)

Uh. Well I can't...

CHEEKS
Yeah. I'll pay for it. I just can't
taste it.

JAMES
Oh right. Yeah sure.

He reaches for the brandy again.

CHEEKS
(to Dan)

Taste that. Can't fucking taste
anything.

James pours the shot into his drink and Cheeks walks away.
James turns to serve Dan who is smirking at him.
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They kiss and he leaves.

INT. BAR

James walks back behind the bar and turns ready to serve. 
One of the locals he saw enter earlier is standing at the 
bar, CHEEKS.



JAMES
What you after, mate?

DAN
Just a Bud and a Magners thanks
champ.

INT. BAR FLOOR

James moves through the people drinking collecting glasses.
He silently loses his patience as people get in his way.

He moves towards a door and walks out into the smoking area.
He pauses for a minute to pull out a cigarette and light it,
then continues to move around getting empty glasses.

He approaches a table with two Italian men. One of them
turns to him.

ITALIAN 1
Excuse me. I need to ask for me and
my friend something.

JAMES
Ok

ITALIAN 1
We would like to buy some of the
cocaine for tonight. Do you know how
you could help us.

James looks at the first man then at the other, hesitant.

JAMES
Umm. I don't have any sorry.

ITALIAN 1
Yes, OK. Do you know anyone to find
some for us?

James looks over his shoulder, through the glass doors. He
is hesitant but he continues.

JAMES
There is a guy here... Cheeks. Kind
of a big guy. You will be able to get
some off him. He should be
downstairs.

ITALIAN 1
Yes. OK. Cheeks. So I should go to
him and ask?
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JAMES
Uh. I'm really not sure. Its always
someone else who buys it, so I've
never done it actually.

ITALIAN 1
Yes. I will try then. Thank you. It
is Cheeks, yes?

JAMES
Yeah. Sorry I'm not more help.

James moves back on inside quickly, looking back at the men.

INT. BAR

James walks back behind the bar and stands next to Sophie
who is cutting limes and ignoring customers. James still
looks slightly concerned.

SOPHIE
What's up boy?

JAMES
I was just... Oh nothing. Don't
worry.

Sophie is not worried. James watched as the Italian he spoke
to walk in from outside and heads across the floor to head
downstairs. His view is obscured by a customer waving a note
in the air to get attention.

James rolls his eyes and walks over to him snapping the note
crisply from his hand.

JAMES (cont'd)
I can see you mate. Don't wave your
money in my face OK?

INT. BAR. HOUR LATER

The bar is really getting packed now. The four bartenders
are moving around each other hastily. James is pouring a
beer and watching the crowd.

Through some bodies he sees the Italian from before talking
to a more rigid looking man. They say a few things and then
the Italian pulls him in very confidentially and speaks
while motioning downstairs.
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James looks around the bar as he finishes the beer and sees
the Italian man has come to the bar. He hands the beer over
and wanders down to serve him to the dismay of some of the
other customers.

JAMES
(shouting)

All OK?

The Italian holds his hand up with his forefinger and thumb
in a circle and smiles.

JAMES (cont'd)
Who was that guy you were talking to?

ITALIAN 1
(cups ear towards
James)

What?

James leans in closer.

JAMES
That guy you were talking to. What
was he saying?

The Italian still does not hear him and shrugs. He puts up
two fingers.

ITALIAN 1
Two tequilas.

James fetches the drinks and sets them up. As he is pouring
something outside catches his eye. One of the bounders gets
a call on his walkie-talkie; snatches off his belt to speak
into and then three of them swarm downstairs.

JAMES
Fuck.

James looks over at Sam who shakes his head and shrugs. A
bartender from downstairs, GRAYTON, darts up the stairs
looking behind.

CUSTOMER
(to James)

Oi! Can I get a drink here, chief?
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They separate and James watches the second man walk over 
towards another person waiting leaning against the wall. 
They talk briefly and head downstairs.



James turns to look at him, then turns away again without
responding and walks to the end of the bar to meet Grayton.

JAMES
What the fuck is going on?

GRAYTON
Dunno. Some guys got Cheeks on the
ground and another guys got that
other tall chav, Michael or whatever,
up against the wall.

JAMES
Are they cops?

GRAYTON
Hope so for their sake, or their well
fucked. The bouncers aren't stepping
in so they must be. Nick told me to
shut it down downstairs. Where's the
Chief?

JAMES
Probably upstairs. He hasn't been
around most of the night.

Grayton runs off again and James looks after him; his jaw
clenched.

SAM
(O.S)

James!

James looks over and Sam is looking at him while pouring a
drink. He indicates the crowded bar purposely with his head.
James takes a deep breathe and walks back to start serving.

While he does his eyes keep darting over to the stairs. He
sees the Italian sitting with his friend unaware anyhting is
happening.

A police paddy wagon pulls up out the front of the pub.
Cheeks and Michael are led upstairs in handcuffs. James
watches them go.

As they are put in the wagon James catches a look at the
officer putting him in. It is the same person the Italian
was talking to earlier.

The bouncers start filtering back upstairs and everything
settles.
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Dan walks slowly outside and starts talking to the bouncers
animatedly. James watches him still. Dan walks back inside
and seeks out a few more people to talk to and James
continues to watch.

As Dan is turning to leave he once again catches James
looking at him. James looks away and Dan stands still for a
moment looking at him and then walks out the door and
leaves.

INT. BAR. AFTER CLOSING TIME

All the customers have left. Carl is putting the last of the
glasses through the dishwasher. Sophie is counting out the
tips. Three of the bouncers are waving their farewell from
the front door. The rest, barstaff; Sam, Grayton, Felicity,
and bouncers; Nick and Shalik are sitting around in a make
shift circle of barstools drinking and talking.

James is with them but not saying anything, withdrawn within
himself.

FELICITY
Seems a bit pointless to me. Big fuss
over Cheeks. Not exactly high end
drug stuff.

NICK
Try and get him to roll him up.
That's what they will do. They will
try and get someone higher than him.

As he says this Sophie walks into the circle and openly
rolls her eyes at Nick, who frowns at her.

SOPHIE
Five pound fifty each. Who gives a
fuck? Chavs come and chavs go. Can we
talk about something else?

NICK
I'm just saying. You watch, its what
they'll do.

SOPHIE
Yeah, I'm sure Cheeks is just one
level from the guy who ships it in
too.
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Finally Dan walks up the stairs. His face is tight with 
anger. He catches James eye but he looks away immediately.



Nick scowls again and goes to say something else but Shalik
touches him on the arm.

SHALIK
Come on man. You ready to go.

At this James puts his head up.

JAMES
Hey. After it happened, what was Dan
talking to you guys outside about.

Everyone turns to look at James.

JAMES (cont'd)
I just saw him go out there to you
guys.

SHALIK
Nothing really. He was pissed. Was
just ranting at us mainly.

JAMES
Do you know who it was then?

SHALIK
Who what was?

JAMES
What happened, I mean.

Shalik looks around at the others, a bit unsure what to say.

SAM
I don't think there is that much
mystery to it man. They found out
Cheeks was selling coke and arrested
him.

Grayton laughs. James slowly becomes aware everyone is
looking at him nods and looks down again.

SAM (cont'd)
Like Flick said though they did seem
to make a big deal of it.

GRAYTON
Probably just cos he fought back, ay?
Got to make it a big deal if he does.

Sophie sighs deliberately loud.
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SHALIK
Alright then, see youse.

Everyone says their goodbyes and Shalik and Nick leave. Sam
spots Casey walking in from the side entrance that leads
into the hostel.

SAM
Hey Case.

James looks around and gets up and walks towards her.

CASEY
Where are you going?

SAM
Bed.

CASEY
Now? I'm just coming down to hang
out.

SAM
I don't really feel like it tonight.
I'm tired.

Casey pulls a sour face.

CASEY
Alright, goodnight.

James looks at her raising his eyebrows.

CASEY (cont'd)
What's your problem?

JAMES
Nothing, see you up there.

James turns around to face back at the group.

JAMES (cont'd)
Night everyone.

GRAYTON
Oy, did you do the bins?

JAMES
(swears under
breath)

No. Can you do them man? I'll do them
tomorrow. I need to go to bed.
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They all call out goodnight as Grayton rolls his eyes. James
turns brushing past Casey who watches him go, then shrugs
and turns to join the group.

INT. VERY MESSY HOSTEL DORM. MORNING

James and Casey sleep together on the bottom of a single
bunk bed. James wakes up and climbs over Casey trying not
wake her. He does but she rolls over back to sleep.

He grabs a towel and walks out of the room.

INT. COMMUNAL BATHROOM

James presses in the tap of a shower cubicle to get the
water started. He lets the water rush over him and just
stands there. He rubs his eyes hard with the ball of his
hands and then leans up against the wall. The button tap
releases all the way and the water stops. James punches it
to start it again.

INT. HOSTEL DORM

James walks in still drying his hair. Casey is sitting on a
worn armchair watching a TV set precariously on a chest of
drawers.

CASEY
You took your time, I've been in and
out already.

James grunts in response.

CASEY (cont'd)
Me and Flick are going to head to
Portabello Markets in a little bit if
you want to come along.

JAMES
I'm working tonight.

CASEY
Yeah at like 7.

JAMES
I think I'll just stay here.

Casey sighs and James walks towards the bed, picks a t-shirt
off the floor and after a short inspection pulls it on.
Casey stands and walks towards him.
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CASEY
Are you OK?

JAMES
I'm fine. I just don't feel like
going out today.

CASEY
Don't snap at me James. I heard
something went down with Cheeks last
night.

JAMES
It did. So?

CASEY
They were saying last night you were
acting really weird about it.

James becomes agitated at this and doesn't know what to say
for a moment.

JAMES
I wasn't acting fucking weird. Who
said that? Sam? I just asked a
question.

CASEY
What happened?

JAMES
Nothing happened.

Casey evaluates him for a moment and then shakes her head.

CASEY
I'm going down to use the internet.
Flick is in the shower, if you change
your mind come down and find me. If
not I'll see you tonight.

JAMES
OK.

They kiss and Casey leaves.

INT. HOSTEL DORM. LATE EVENING.

James still lies in his bed wide awake. A book lays open
next to him and in the background the sound of a movie is
playing. He looks at his watch. It reads 6:42.
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Outside the sheet Sam is sitting watching a movie on the TV.

SAM
Oh hey bro. You been in there the
whole time?

James grunts

SAM (cont'd)
You alright.

James shakes his head.

SAM (cont'd)
Working?

JAMES
In fifteen. You?

SAM
Night off.

JAMES
Yeah? Feel like taking my shift.

SAM
Nope.

JAMES
Come on man. I feel like shit. I
think I've got something.

SAM
Sorry bro. First night I've had off
in two weeks. I'm taking this one and
I'm getting spastic.

JAMES
Anyone else about?

SAM
(shrugs)

Its only Thursday, maybe they'll
knock you off early.

James mutters to himself as he, still sitting searches for
socks and then pulls on his shoes. He walks out of the room
without saying anything.
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He clucks his tongue puts his hand down. He lays there a 
moment longer then he swings his legs out of bed.



SAM (cont'd)
Have a good night

INT. BAR FLOOR

James walks in from the hostel onto the bar floor. The crowd
is light and he scans around checking out everybody there.

He looks up towards the bar where Grayton is working shifts
his face into an uncomfortable strained expression and walks
over.

JAMES
Look dude...

Grayton looks up and sees his face.

GRAYTON
No. You're working.

JAMES
Come on man.

GRAYTON
Sophie is downstairs helping with a
group meal. I'm not working by myself
until 9, fuck that on karaoke night.
If the Chief knocks you off, I'll
fucking shit.

James rubs the bridge of his nose and walks behind the bar.
He walks past Grayton down the bar scanning the floor again.
He stops and pours himself a juice. As he drinks he
continues to look around at the customers.

INT. BAR. LATER

It is now busier in the bar. On a make shift stage a portly
man sings 'Love Potion Number Nine' badly reading a karaoke
machine.

James is serving a customer. The door opens loudly and his
head snaps up at the sound but it is just some drunk people
leaving.

He continues back with what he was doing. He serves the
customer their drink and then wanders slowly down the bar.
He sees a short man facing away from him who is similar
build to Dan. James keeps walking down the bar to get a
better angle, craning his neck and runs into Grayton who
spills a beer he was pouring.
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GRAYTON
Fuck!

JAMES
Shit. Sorry man

Grayton shakes his head.

GRAYTON
Serve some of these people yeah?

James nods and looks back over to the man he was watching
but he is no longer there.

INT. BAR

Slowly the crowd has grown.

People weave in and out from each other, their faces seen
for a moment and the obscured.

James is standing behind the bar watching them all
lethargically. Grayton walks up behind him and touches his
shoulders.

GRAYTON
Glass run?

James nods slowly. He walks out around the bar and begins
picking his way through the crowd taking empty glasses off
tables.

He stares at the people around him but faces are no easier
to discern than from behind the bar. People walk in his
direction through the throng and then walk straight past
him. Random words of conversations- 'Hey', 'You', 'Oi'- rise
briefly over the rolling noise but it is impossible to find
their source.

James moves between the bodies with an obvious tension
trying to control himself but reacting to even the slightest
movement against him.

He finally makes the circle and gets back to the bar. He
puts all the glasses on the bench above the dishwasher.He
stands there leaning for a moment and then slaps himself
lightly and shakes his head.
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INT. BAR. CLOSING TIME

The bar is almost empty, with the lights on and the final
few people filing out.

James walks up from downstairs with a crate full of drinks
and puts it on top of the bar near Grayton who is counting a
cash float.

GRAYTON
Cheers.

JAMES
Pays done?

Grayton holds up an envelope and James takes it, ripping it
open and stuffing the money in his wallet.

GRAYTON
Get a bank account you lazy prick.

Grayton drops the last of the coins he has been counting
back in the float and then puts his hand on the crate

GRAYTON (cont'd)
Alright man I'll put these in the
fridge. Just do the bins and you can
knock off if you want.

Grayton flicks his head over at two blue bins already set up
outside of the bar for James and then smiles at him. James
stops mid protest as he remembers what he said the previous
night.

JAMES
Yeah, no worries.

James walks to the bins and starts wheeling them both across
the dance floor.

EXT. ALLEYWAY. NIGHT

James burst out through the door with the bins. One of them
rolls away from him and crashes against the opposing alley
wall.

JAMES
God damn!

He wedges the other bin in to hold the door open and walks
over the retrieve it.
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As he is handling the other bin thought the one stopping the
door slides sideways pushed by the force of the closing
mechanism on the door and it clicks shut.

JAMES (cont'd)
Fuck me.

DAN
(o.s)

Whats the matter champ? Lock your
self out

James snaps his head sideways and sees Dan and two other
dark figures walking towards him at the mouth of the alley.

JAMES
Oh fuck!

Without anymore hesitation James takes off at a sprint and
is followed by the three. James is clearly unfit and the
catch him quickly. One of them trips him and then they haul
him up, pin his arms behind his back. Dan walks in front of
him.

DAN
Don't fucking yell alright? If you
yell I'll have to stop you,
understand?

JAMES
Fuck man please, don't. I wasn't... I
didn't mean to...

DAN
What? Tell everyone who fucking asked
where to find the guys selling coke?

JAMES
I'm sorry. I didn't know what to do.
Please don't fucking hurt me.

DAN
Don't worry I'll be gentle. Don't
want you dobbing to the old bill
after all.

Dan steps up to him and pulls a knife out of his pocket. He
clamps one hand over James' mouth and uses the other one to
cut up and down each of James' cheeks. Then both Dan and the
one holding James let him go. He collapses panting and grabs
his cheeks. He looks up at them terrified. Dan is sneering
broadly at him.
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DAN (cont'd)
See there you go not too bad. Just
don't go flapping your mouth top much
anymore ay? Wouldn't want to make it
worse?

They all laugh. James stands half crouched waiting for them
to make their next move. None of them do.

JAMES
Is that... Can I go?

DAN
What do you reckon, boys? We done?

Still they don't move.

DAN (cont'd)
Do you want to go, mate?

James says and does nothing. Dan looks to the figure on his
left who smiles, steps forward and punches James as hard as
he can in the stomach. James screams in pain, first from the
hit then from the pain his cheek cuts make from screaming.

DAN (cont'd)
Now what did I just fucking tell you?

He punches James as well and  he falls to the ground. All
three start kicking him one pausing to search his pocket,
pulling out his wallet and emptying it of cash and throwing
it down again. They hear a noise behind them of the door
opening and pelt off in the other direction. Grayton jumps
out into the alley sees what has happened and runs up to
James' fallen body.

INT. HOSPITAL CORRIDOR. MORNING

Harsh light is streaming in through the windows. Casey,
shielding her eyes, is talking to a doctor. She is nodding a
lot and tears are glassing over her eyes.

Inside the room they are standing James is in a hospital bed
with his cheeks heavily damaged. He is coming out of
unconsciousness.

He looks around and realizes where he is. On his bedside
table are his possessions. He stares at them blankly and
then reaches for his wallet.
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He opens it and sees it is empty except for the single
rolled note. He unrolls it and looks at it sadly then places
it on the bedside table.

The note rolls back into shape and rolls of the edge hitting
the ground and bouncing underneath the bed.
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